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Abstract
The encoder-decoder dialog model is one
of the most prominent methods used
to build dialog systems in complex do-
mains. Yet it is limited because it can-
not output interpretable actions as in tra-
ditional systems, which hinders humans
from understanding its generation process.
We present an unsupervised discrete sen-
tence representation learning method that
can integrate with any existing encoder-
decoder dialog models for interpretable re-
sponse generation. Building upon vari-
ational autoencoders (VAEs), we present
two novel models, DI-VAE and DI-VST
that improve VAEs and can discover inter-
pretable semantics via either auto encod-
ing or context predicting. Our methods
have been validated on real-world dialog
datasets to discover semantic representa-
tions and enhance encoder-decoder mod-
els with interpretable generation.1
1 Introduction
Classic dialog systems rely on developing a mean-
ing representation to represent the utterances from
both the machine and human users (Larsson and
Traum, 2000; Bohus et al., 2007). The dialog
manager of a conventional dialog system outputs
the system’s next action in a semantic frame that
usually contains hand-crafted dialog acts and slot
values (Williams and Young, 2007). Then a natu-
ral language generation module is used to gener-
ate the system’s output in natural language based
on the given semantic frame. This approach suf-
fers from generalization to more complex do-
mains because it soon become intractable to man-
1Data and code are available at https://github.
com/snakeztc/NeuralDialog-LAED.
ually design a frame representation that covers
all of the fine-grained system actions. The re-
cently developed neural dialog system is one of
the most prominent frameworks for developing di-
alog agents in complex domains. The basic model
is based on encoder-decoder networks (Cho et al.,
2014) and can learn to generate system responses
without the need for hand-crafted meaning repre-
sentations and other annotations.
Figure 1: Our proposed models learn a set of dis-
crete variables to represent sentences by either au-
toencoding or context prediction.
Although generative dialog models have ad-
vanced rapidly (Serban et al., 2016; Li et al.,
2016; Zhao et al., 2017), they cannot provide inter-
pretable system actions as in the conventional dia-
log systems. This inability limits the effectiveness
of generative dialog models in several ways. First,
having interpretable system actions enables hu-
man to understand the behavior of a dialog system
and better interpret the system intentions. Also,
modeling the high-level decision-making policy
in dialogs enables useful generalization and data-
efficient domain adaptation (Gasˇic´ et al., 2010).
Therefore, the motivation of this paper is to de-
velop an unsupervised neural recognition model
that can discover interpretable meaning represen-
tations of utterances (denoted as latent actions) as
a set of discrete latent variables from a large un-
labelled corpus as shown in Figure 1. The dis-
covered meaning representations will then be inte-
grated with encoder decoder networks to achieve
interpretable dialog generation while preserving
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all the merit of neural dialog systems.
We focus on learning discrete latent represen-
tations instead of dense continuous ones because
discrete variables are easier to interpret (van den
Oord et al., 2017) and can naturally correspond to
categories in natural languages, e.g. topics, dia-
log acts and etc. Despite the difficulty of learn-
ing discrete latent variables in neural networks, the
recently proposed Gumbel-Softmax offers a reli-
able way to back-propagate through discrete vari-
ables (Maddison et al., 2016; Jang et al., 2016).
However, we found a simple combination of sen-
tence variational autoencoders (VAEs) (Bowman
et al., 2015) and Gumbel-Softmax fails to learn
meaningful discrete representations. We then
highlight the anti-information limitation of the ev-
idence lowerbound objective (ELBO) in VAEs
and improve it by proposing Discrete Information
VAE (DI-VAE) that maximizes the mutual infor-
mation between data and latent actions. We further
enrich the learning signals beyond auto encoding
by extending Skip Thought (Kiros et al., 2015)
to Discrete Information Variational Skip Thought
(DI-VST) that learns sentence-level distributional
semantics. Finally, an integration mechanism is
presented that combines the learned latent actions
with encoder decoder models.
The proposed systems are tested on several real-
world dialog datasets. Experiments show that
the proposed methods significantly outperform the
standard VAEs and can discover meaningful latent
actions from these datasets. Also, experiments
confirm the effectiveness of the proposed integra-
tion mechanism and show that the learned latent
actions can control the sentence-level attributes
of the generated responses and provide human-
interpretable meaning representations.
2 Related Work
Our work is closely related to research in latent
variable dialog models. The majority of mod-
els are based on Conditional Variational Autoen-
coders (CVAEs) (Serban et al., 2016; Cao and
Clark, 2017) with continuous latent variables to
better model the response distribution and encour-
age diverse responses. Zhao et al., (2017) fur-
ther introduced dialog acts to guide the learning
of the CVAEs. Discrete latent variables have also
been used for task-oriented dialog systems (Wen
et al., 2017), where the latent space is used to rep-
resent intention. The second line of related work
is enriching the dialog context encoder with more
fine-grained information than the dialog history.
Li et al., (2016) captured speakers’ characteristics
by encoding background information and speak-
ing style into the distributed embeddings. Xing et
al., (2016) maintain topic encoding based on La-
tent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei et al., 2003)
of the conversation to encourage the model to out-
put more topic coherent responses.
The proposed method also relates to sentence
representation learning using neural networks.
Most work learns continuous distributed repre-
sentations of sentences from various learning sig-
nals (Hill et al., 2016), e.g. the Skip Thought
learns representations by predicting the previous
and next sentences (Kiros et al., 2015). An-
other area of work focused on learning regular-
ized continuous sentence representation, which
enables sentence generation by sampling the la-
tent space (Bowman et al., 2015; Kim et al., 2017).
There is less work on discrete sentence repre-
sentations due to the difficulty of passing gradi-
ents through discrete outputs. The recently devel-
oped Gumbel Softmax (Jang et al., 2016; Maddi-
son et al., 2016) and vector quantization (van den
Oord et al., 2017) enable us to train discrete vari-
ables. Notably, discrete variable models have
been proposed to discover document topics (Miao
et al., 2016) and semi-supervised sequence trans-
action (Zhou and Neubig, 2017)
Our work differs from these as follows: (1)
we focus on learning interpretable variables; in
prior research the semantics of latent variables are
mostly ignored in the dialog generation setting.
(2) we improve the learning objective for discrete
VAEs and overcome the well-known posterior col-
lapsing issue (Bowman et al., 2015; Chen et al.,
2016). (3) we focus on unsupervised learning
of salient features in dialog responses instead of
hand-crafted features.
3 Proposed Methods
Our formulation contains three random variables:
the dialog context c, the response x and the la-
tent action z. The context often contains the dis-
course history in the format of a list of utterances.
The response is an utterance that contains a list of
word tokens. The latent action is a set of discrete
variables that define high-level attributes of x. Be-
fore introducing the proposed framework, we first
identify two key properties that are essential in or-
der for z to be interpretable:
1. z should capture salient sentence-level fea-
tures about the response x.
2. The meaning of latent symbols z should be
independent of the context c.
The first property is self-evident. The second can
be explained: assume z contains a single discrete
variable with K classes. Since the context c can
be any dialog history, if the meaning of each class
changes given a different context, then it is diffi-
cult to extract an intuitive interpretation by only
looking at all responses with class k ∈ [1,K].
Therefore, the second property looks for latent ac-
tions that have context-independent semantics so
that each assignment of z conveys the same mean-
ing in all dialog contexts.
With the above definition of interpretable latent
actions, we first introduce a recognition network
R : qR(z|x) and a generation network G. The
role of R is to map an sentence to the latent vari-
able z and the generator G defines the learning
signals that will be used to train z’s representa-
tion. Notably, our recognition network R does
not depend on the context c as has been the case
in prior work (Serban et al., 2016). The motiva-
tion of this design is to encourage z to capture
context-independent semantics, which are further
elaborated in Section 3.4. With the z learned by
R and G, we then introduce an encoder decoder
network F : pF(x|z, c) and and a policy net-
work pi : ppi(z|c). At test time, given a context
c, the policy network and encoder decoder will
work together to generate the next response via
x˜ = pF(x|z ∼ ppi(z|c), c). In short, R, G, F and
pi are the four components that comprise our pro-
posed framework. The next section will first focus
on developing R and G for learning interpretable
z and then will move on to integrating R with F
and pi in Section 3.3.
3.1 Learning Sentence Representations from
Auto-Encoding
Our baseline model is a sentence VAE with dis-
crete latent space. We use an RNN as the recog-
nition network to encode the response x. Its last
hidden state hR|x| is used to represent x. We de-
fine z to be a set of K-way categorical variables
z = {z1...zm...zM}, where M is the number of
variables. For each zm, its posterior distribution
is defined as qR(zm|x) = Softmax(WqhR|x| + bq).
During training, we use the Gumbel-Softmax trick
to sample from this distribution and obtain low-
variance gradients. To map the latent samples to
the initial state of the decoder RNN, we define
{e1...em...eM} where em ∈ RK×D and D is the
generator cell size. Thus the initial state of the
generator is: hG0 =
∑M
m=1 em(zm). Finally, the
generator RNN is used to reconstruct the response
given hG0 . VAEs is trained to maxmimize the evi-
dence lowerbound objective (ELBO) (Kingma and
Welling, 2013). For simplicity, later discussion
drops the subscript m in zm and assumes a sin-
gle latent z. Since each zm is independent, we can
easily extend the results below to multiple vari-
ables.
3.1.1 Anti-Information Limitation of ELBO
It is well-known that sentence VAEs are hard to
train because of the posterior collapse issue. Many
empirical solutions have been proposed: weaken-
ing the decoder, adding auxiliary loss etc. (Bow-
man et al., 2015; Chen et al., 2016; Zhao et al.,
2017). We argue that the posterior collapse issue
lies in ELBO and we offer a novel decomposition
to understand its behavior. First, instead of writ-
ing ELBO for a single data point, we write it as an
expectation over a dataset:
LVAE = Ex[EqR(z|x)[log pG(x|z)]
− KL(qR(z|x)‖p(z))]
(1)
We can expand the KL term as Eq. 2 (derivations
in Appendix A.1) and rewrite ELBO as:
Ex[KL(qR(z|x)‖p(z))] = (2)
I(Z,X)+KL(q(z)‖p(z))
LVAE =Eq(z|x)p(x)[log p(x|z)]
− I(Z,X)− KL(q(z)‖p(z)) (3)
where q(z) = Ex[qR(z|x)] and I(Z,X) is the mu-
tual information between Z and X . This expan-
sion shows that the KL term in ELBO is trying
to reduce the mutual information between latent
variables and the input data, which explains why
VAEs often ignore the latent variable, especially
when equipped with powerful decoders.
3.1.2 VAE with Information Maximization
and Batch Prior Regularization
A natural solution to correct the anti-information
issue in Eq. 3 is to maximize both the data likeli-
hood lowerbound and the mutual information be-
tween z and the input data:
LVAE + I(Z,X) =
EqR(z|x)p(x)[log pG(x|z)]− KL(q(z)‖p(z))
(4)
Therefore, jointly optimizing ELBO and mutual
information simply cancels out the information-
discouraging term. Also, we can still sample from
the prior distribution for generation because of
KL(q(z)‖p(z)). Eq. 4 is similar to the objec-
tives used in adversarial autoencoders (Makhzani
et al., 2015; Kim et al., 2017). Our derivation pro-
vides a theoretical justification to their superior
performance. Notably, Eq. 4 arrives at the same
loss function proposed in infoVAE (Zhao S et al.,
2017). However, our derivation is different, offer-
ing a new way to understand ELBO behavior.
The remaining challenge is how to minimize
KL(q(z)‖p(z)), since q(z) is an expectation over
q(z|x). When z is continuous, prior work has
used adversarial training (Makhzani et al., 2015;
Kim et al., 2017) or Maximum Mean Discrepancy
(MMD) (Zhao S et al., 2017) to regularize q(z). It
turns out that minimizing KL(q(z)‖p(z)) for dis-
crete z is much simpler than its continuous coun-
terparts. Let xn be a sample from a batch of N
data points. Then we have:
q(z) ≈ 1
N
N∑
n=1
q(z|xn) = q′(z) (5)
where q′(z) is a mixture of softmax from the pos-
teriors q(z|xn) of each xn. We can approximate
KL(q(z)‖p(z)) by:
KL(q′(z)‖p(z)) =
K∑
k=1
q′(z = k) log
q′(z = k)
p(z = k)
(6)
We refer to Eq. 6 as Batch Prior Regularization
(BPR). When N approaches infinity, q′(z) ap-
proaches the true marginal distribution of q(z).
In practice, we only need to use the data from
each mini-batch assuming that the mini batches
are randomized. Last, BPR is fundamentally dif-
ferent from multiplying a coefficient < 1 to an-
neal the KL term in VAE (Bowman et al., 2015).
This is because BPR is a non-linear operation
log sum exp. For later discussion, we denote our
discrete infoVAE with BPR as DI-VAE.
3.2 Learning Sentence Representations from
the Context
DI-VAE infers sentence representations by recon-
struction of the input sentence. Past research in
distributional semantics has suggested the mean-
ing of language can be inferred from the adjacent
context (Harris, 1954; Hill et al., 2016). The dis-
tributional hypothesis is especially applicable to
dialog since the utterance meaning is highly con-
textual. For example, the dialog act is a well-
known utterance feature and depends on dialog
state (Austin, 1975; Stolcke et al., 2000). Thus,
we introduce a second type of latent action based
on sentence-level distributional semantics.
Skip thought (ST) is a powerful sentence
representation that captures contextual informa-
tion (Kiros et al., 2015). ST uses an RNN to en-
code a sentence, and then uses the resulting sen-
tence representation to predict the previous and
next sentences. Inspired by ST’s robust perfor-
mance across multiple tasks (Hill et al., 2016), we
adapt our DI-VAE to Discrete Information Varia-
tional Skip Thought (DI-VST) to learn discrete la-
tent actions that model distributional semantics of
sentences. We use the same recognition network
from DI-VAE to output z’s posterior distribution
qR(z|x). Given the samples from qR(z|x), two
RNN generators are used to predict the previous
sentence xp and the next sentences xn. Finally,
the learning objective is to maximize:
LDI-VST = EqR(z|x)p(x))[log(pnG(xn|z)ppG(xp|z))]
− KL(q(z)‖p(z))
(7)
3.3 Integration with Encoder Decoders
We now describe how to integrate a given qR(z|x)
with an encoder decoder and a policy network. Let
the dialog context c be a sequence of utterances.
Then a dialog context encoder network can en-
code the dialog context into a distributed represen-
tation he = Fe(c). The decoder Fd can generate
the responses x˜ = Fd(he, z) using samples from
qR(z|x). Meanwhile, we train pi to predict the
aggregated posterior Ep(x|c)[qR(z|x)] from c via
maximum likelihood training. This model is re-
ferred as Latent Action Encoder Decoder (LAED)
with the following objective.
LLAED(θF , θpi) =
EqR(z|x)p(x,c)[logppi(z|c) + log pF(x|z, c)]
(8)
Also simply augmenting the inputs of the decoders
with latent action does not guarantee that the gen-
erated response exhibits the attributes of the give
action. Thus we use the controllable text gener-
ation framework (Hu et al., 2017) by introducing
LAttr, which reuses the same recognition network
qR(z|x) as a fixed discriminator to penalize the de-
coder if its generated responses do not reflect the
attributes in z.
LAttr(θF) = EqR(z|x)p(c,x)[log qR(z|F(c, z))]
(9)
Since it is not possible to propagate gradients
through the discrete outputs at Fd at each word
step, we use a deterministic continuous relax-
ation (Hu et al., 2017) by replacing output of Fd
with the probability of each word. Let ot be
the normalized probability at step t ∈ [1, |x|],
the inputs to qR at time t are then the sum of
word embeddings weighted by ot, i.e. hRt =
RNN(hRt−1,Eot) and E is the word embedding
matrix. Finally this loss is combined with LLAED
and a hyperparameter λ to have Attribute Forcing
LAED.
LattrLAED = LLAED + λLAttr (10)
3.4 Relationship with Conditional VAEs
It is not hard to see LLAED is closely related to the
objective of CVAEs for dialog generation (Serban
et al., 2016; Zhao et al., 2017), which is:
LCVAE = Eq[log p(x|z, c)]−KL(q(z|x, c)‖p(z|c))
(11)
Despite their similarities, we highlight the key dif-
ferences that prohibit CVAE from achieving inter-
pretable dialog generation. First LCVAE encour-
ages I(x, z|c) (Agakov, 2005), which learns z that
capture context-dependent semantics. More in-
tuitively, z in CVAE is trained to generate x via
p(x|z, c) so the meaning of learned z can only be
interpreted along with its context c. Therefore this
violates our goal of learning context-independent
semantics. Our methods learn qR(z|x) that only
depends on x and trains qR separately to ensure
the semantics of z are interpretable standalone.
4 Experiments and Results
The proposed methods are evaluated on four
datasets. The first corpus is Penn Treebank
(PTB) (Marcus et al., 1993) used to evaluate sen-
tence VAEs (Bowman et al., 2015). We used
the version pre-processed by Mikolov (Mikolov
et al., 2010). The second dataset is the Stanford
Multi-Domain Dialog (SMD) dataset that contains
3,031 human-Woz, task-oriented dialogs collected
from 3 different domains (navigation, weather and
scheduling) (Eric and Manning, 2017). The other
two datasets are chat-oriented data: Daily Dialog
(DD) and Switchboard (SW) (Godfrey and Hol-
liman, 1997), which are used to test whether our
methods can generalize beyond task-oriented di-
alogs but also to to open-domain chatting. DD
contains 13,118 multi-turn human-human dialogs
annotated with dialog acts and emotions. (Li et al.,
2017). SW has 2,400 human-human telephone
conversations that are annotated with topics and
dialog acts. SW is a more challenging dataset be-
cause it is transcribed from speech which contains
complex spoken language phenomenon, e.g. hesi-
tation, self-repair etc.
4.1 Comparing Discrete Sentence
Representation Models
The first experiment used PTB and DD to eval-
uate the performance of the proposed methods
in learning discrete sentence representations. We
implemented DI-VAE and DI-VST using GRU-
RNN (Chung et al., 2014) and trained them using
Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014). Besides the pro-
posed methods, the following baselines are com-
pared. Unregularized models: removing the
KL(q|p) term from DI-VAE and DI-VST leads
to a simple discrete autoencoder (DAE) and dis-
crete skip thought (DST) with stochastic discrete
hidden units. ELBO models: the basic discrete
sentence VAE (DVAE) or variational skip thought
(DVST) that optimizes ELBO with regularization
term KL(q(z|x)‖p(z)). We found that standard
training failed to learn informative latent actions
for either DVAE or DVST because of the poste-
rior collapse. Therefore, KL-annealing (Bowman
et al., 2015) and bag-of-word loss (Zhao et al.,
2017) are used to force these two models learn
meaningful representations. We also include the
results for VAE with continuous latent variables
reported on the same PTB (Zhao et al., 2017). Ad-
ditionally, we report the perplexity from a stan-
dard GRU-RNN language model (Zaremba et al.,
2014).
The evaluation metrics include reconstruction
perplexity (PPL), KL(q(z)‖p(z)) and the mutual
information between input data and latent vari-
ables I(x, z). Intuitively a good model should
achieve low perplexity and KL distance, and si-
multaneously achieve high I(x, z). The discrete
latent space for all models are M=20 and K=10.
Mini-batch size is 30.
Dom Model PPL KL(q‖p) I(x, z)
PTB RNNLM 116.22 - -
VAE 73.49 15.94* -
DAE 66.49 2.20 0.349
DVAE 70.84 0.315 0.286
DI-VAE 52.53 0.133 1.18
DD RNNLM 31.15 - -
DST xp:28.23
xn:28.16
0.588 1.359
DVST xp:30.36
xn:30.71
0.007 0.081
DI-VST xp:28.04
xn:27.94
0.088 1.028
Table 1: Results for various discrete sentence rep-
resentations. The KL for VAE is KL(q(z|x)‖p(z))
instead of KL(q(z)‖p(z)) (Zhao et al., 2017)
Table 1 shows that all models achieve better per-
plexity than an RNNLM, which shows they man-
age to learn meaningful q(z|x). First, for auto-
encoding models, DI-VAE is able to achieve the
best results in all metrics compared other meth-
ods. We found DAEs quickly learn to reconstruct
the input but they are prone to overfitting dur-
ing training, which leads to lower performance
on the test data compared to DI-VAE. Also, since
there is no regularization term in the latent space,
q(z) is very different from the p(z) which pro-
hibits us from generating sentences from the la-
tent space. In fact, DI-VAE enjoys the same lin-
ear interpolation properties reported in (Bowman
et al., 2015) (See Appendix A.2). As for DVAEs, it
achieves zero I(x, z) in standard training and only
manages to learn some information when train-
ing with KL-annealing and bag-of-word loss. On
the other hand, our methods achieve robust per-
formance without the need for additional process-
ing. Similarly, the proposed DI-VST is able to
achieve the lowest PPL and similar KL compared
to the strongly regularized DVST. Interestingly, al-
though DST is able to achieve the highest I(x, z),
but PPL is not further improved. These results
confirm the effectiveness of the proposed BPR in
terms of regularizing q(z) while learning mean-
ingful posterior q(z|x).
In order to understand BPR’s sensitivity to
batch size N , a follow-up experiment varied the
batch size from 2 to 60 (If N=1, DI-VAE is equiv-
alent to DVAE). Figure 2 show that asN increases,
Figure 2: Perplexity and I(x, z) on PTB by vary-
ing batch size N . BPR works better for larger N .
perplexity, I(x, z) monotonically improves, while
KL(q‖p) only increases from 0 to 0.159. After
N > 30, the performance plateaus. Therefore,
using mini-batch is an efficient trade-off between
q(z) estimation and computation speed.
The last experiment in this section investigates
the relation between representation learning and
the dimension of the latent space. We set a fixed
budget by restricting the maximum number of
modes to be about 1000, i.e. KM ≈ 1000. We
then vary the latent space size and report the same
evaluation metrics. Table 2 shows that models
with multiple small latent variables perform sig-
nificantly better than those with large and few la-
tent variables.
K, M KM PPL KL(q‖p) I(x, z)
1000, 1 1000 75.61 0.032 0.335
10, 3 1000 71.42 0.071 0.607
4, 5 1024 68.43 0.088 0.809
Table 2: DI-VAE on PTB with different latent di-
mensions under the same budget.
4.2 Interpreting Latent Actions
The next question is to interpret the meaning of the
learned latent action symbols. To achieve this, the
latent action of an utterance xn is obtained from a
greedy mapping: an = argmaxk qR(z = k|xn).
We set M=3 and K=5, so that there are at most
125 different latent actions, and each xn can now
be represented by a1-a2-a3, e.g. “How are you?”
→ 1-4-2. Assuming that we have access to man-
ually clustered data according to certain classes
(e.g. dialog acts), it is unfair to use classic clus-
ter measures (Vinh et al., 2010) to evaluate the
clusters from latent actions. This is because the
uniform prior p(z) evenly distribute the data to all
possible latent actions, so that it is expected that
frequent classes will be assigned to several latent
actions. Thus we utilize the homogeneity met-
ric (Rosenberg and Hirschberg, 2007) that mea-
sures if each latent action contains only members
of a single class. We tested this on the SW and DD,
which contain human annotated features and we
report the latent actions’ homogeneity w.r.t these
features in Table 3. On DD, results show DI-VST
SW DD
Act Topic Act Emotion
DI-VAE 0.48 0.08 0.18 0.09
DI-VST 0.33 0.13 0.34 0.12
Table 3: Homogeneity results (bounded [0, 1]).
works better than DI-VAE in terms of creating ac-
tions that are more coherent for emotion and dia-
log acts. The results are interesting on SW since
DI-VST performs worse on dialog acts than DI-
VAE. One reason is that the dialog acts in SW are
more fine-grained (42 acts) than the ones in DD
(5 acts) so that distinguishing utterances based on
words in x is more important than the information
in the neighbouring utterances.
We then apply the proposed methods to SMD
which has no manual annotation and contains task-
oriented dialogs. Two experts are shown 5 ran-
domly selected utterances from each latent action
and are asked to give an action name that can de-
scribe as many of the utterances as possible. Then
an Amazon Mechanical Turk study is conducted
to evaluate whether other utterances from the same
latent action match these titles. 5 workers see the
action name and a different group of 5 utterances
from that latent action. They are asked to select all
utterances that belong to the given actions, which
tests the homogeneity of the utterances falling in
the same cluster. Negative samples are included to
prevent random selection. Table 4 shows that both
methods work well and DI-VST achieved better
homogeneity than DI-VAE.
Since DI-VAE is trained to reconstruct its input
and DI-VST is trained to model the context, they
group utterances in different ways. For example,
DI-VST would group “Can I get a restaurant”, “I
am looking for a restaurant” into one action where
Model Exp Agree Worker κ Match Rate
DI-VAE 85.6% 0.52 71.3%
DI-VST 93.3% 0.48 74.9%
Table 4: Human evaluation results on judging the
homogeneity of latent actions in SMD.
DI-VAE may denote two actions for them. Finally,
Table 4.2 shows sample annotation results, which
show cases of the different types of latent actions
discovered by our models.
Model Action Sample utterance
DI-VAE scheduling - sys: okay, scheduling a yoga
activity with Tom for the 8th at
2pm.
- sys: okay, scheduling a meet-
ing for 6 pm on Tuesday with
your boss to go over the quar-
terly report.
requests - usr: find out if it ’s supposed
to rain
- usr: find nearest coffee shop
DI-VST ask sched-
ule info
- usr: when is my football ac-
tivity and who is going with
me?
- usr: tell me when my dentist
appointment is?
requests - usr: how about other coffee?
- usr: 11 am please
Table 5: Example latent actions discovered in
SMD using our methods.
4.3 Dialog Response Generation with Latent
Actions
Finally we implement an LAED as follows. The
encoder is a hierarchical recurrent encoder (Ser-
ban et al., 2016) with bi-directional GRU-RNNs
as the utterance encoder and a second GRU-RNN
as the discourse encoder. The discourse encoder
output its last hidden state he|x|. The decoder is
another GRU-RNN and its initial state of the de-
coder is obtained by hd0 = h
e
|x| +
∑M
m=1 em(zm),
where z comes from the recognition network of
the proposed methods. The policy network pi is a
2-layer multi-layer perceptron (MLP) that models
ppi(z|he|x|). We use up to the previous 10 utter-
ances as the dialog context and denote the LAED
using DI-VAE latent actions as AE-ED and the one
uses DI-VST as ST-ED.
First we need to confirm whether an LAED
can generate responses that are consistent with
the semantics of a given z. To answer this, we
use a pre-trained recognition network R to check
if a generated response carries the attributes in
the given action. We generate dialog responses
on a test dataset via x˜ = F(z ∼ pi(c), c)
with greedy RNN decoding. The generated re-
sponses are passed into the R and we measure at-
tribute accuracy by counting x˜ as correct if z =
argmaxk qR(k|x˜). Table 4.3 shows our generated
Domain AE-ED +Lattr ST-ED +Lattr
SMD 93.5% 94.8% 91.9% 93.8%
DD 88.4% 93.6% 78.5% 86.1%
SW 84.7% 94.6% 57.3% 61.3%
Table 6: Results for attribute accuracy with and
without attribute loss.
responses are highly consistent with the given la-
tent actions. Also, latent actions from DI-VAE
achieve higher attribute accuracy than the ones
from DI-VST, because z from auto-encoding is ex-
plicitly trained for x reconstruction. Adding Lattr
is effective in forcing the decoder to take z into ac-
count during its generation, which helps the most
in more challenging open-domain chatting data,
e.g. SW and DD. The accuracy of ST-ED on SW
is worse than the other two datasets. The reason
is that SW contains many short utterances that can
be either a continuation of the same speaker or a
new turn from the other speaker, whereas the re-
sponses in the other two domains are always fol-
lowed by a different speaker. The more complex
context pattern in SW may require special treat-
ment. We leave it for future work.
The second experiment checks if the policy net-
work pi is able to predict the right latent action
given just the dialog context. We report both accu-
racy, i.e. argmaxk qR(k|x) = argmaxk′ ppi(k′|c)
and perplexity of ppi(z|c). The perplexity mea-
sure is more useful for open domain dialogs be-
cause decision-making in complex dialogs is often
one-to-many given a similar context (Zhao et al.,
2017). Table 7 shows the prediction scores on
SMD
AE-ED 3.045 (51.5% sys 52.4% usr 50.5%)
ST-ED 1.695 (75.5% sys 82.1% usr 69.2%)
DD SW
AE-ED 4.47 (35.8%) 4.46 (31.68%)
ST-ED 3.89 (47.5%) 3.68 (33.2%)
Table 7: Performance of policy network. Lattr is
included in training.
the three dialog datasets. These scores provide
useful insights to understand the complexity of a
dialog dataset. For example, accuracy on open-
domain chatting is harder than the task-oriented
SMD data. Also, it is intuitive that predicting sys-
tem actions is easier than predicting user actions
on SMD. Also, in general the prediction scores for
ST-ED are higher the ones for AE-ED. The rea-
son is related to our previous discussion about the
granularity of the latent actions. Since latent ac-
tions from DI-VST mainly model the the type of
utterances used in certain types of context, it is
easier for the policy network to predict latent ac-
tions from DI-VST. Therefore, choosing the type
of latent actions is a design choice and depends on
the type of interpretability that is needed. We fin-
ish with an example generated from the two vari-
ants of LAED on SMD as shown in Table 8. Given
a dialog context, our systems are able to output
a probability distribution over different latent ac-
tions that have interpretable meaning along with
their natural language realizations.
c usr: Where does my friend live?
Model Action Generated Responses
AE-
ED
give loc info - Tom is at 753 University Ave,
and a road block.
p(z|c)=0.34 - Comfort Inn is at 7 miles
away.
give user info - Your home address is 5671
barringer street.
p(z|c)=0.22 - Your home is at 10 ames
street.
ST-
ED
give loc info - Jill’s house is 8 miles away at
347 Alta Mesa Ave.
p(z|c)=0.93 - Jill lives at 347 Alta Mesa
Ave.
Table 8: Interpretable dialog generation on SMD
with top probable latent actions. AE-ED predicts
more fine-grained but more error-prone actions.
5 Conclusion and Future Work
This paper presents a novel unsupervised frame-
work that enables the discovery of discrete latent
actions and interpretable dialog response genera-
tion. Our main contributions reside in the two
sentence representation models DI-VAE and DI-
VST, and their integration with the encoder de-
coder models. Experiments show the proposed
methods outperform strong baselines in learning
discrete latent variables and showcase the effec-
tiveness of interpretable dialog response gener-
ation. Our findings also suggest promising fu-
ture research directions, including learning better
context-based latent actions and using reinforce-
ment learning to adapt policy networks. We be-
lieve that this work is an important step forward
towards creating generative dialog models that can
not only generalize to large unlabelled datasets in
complex domains but also be explainable to hu-
man users.
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A Supplemental Material
A.1 Derivation
Ex[KL(q(z|x)|p(z))] = (12)
Eq(z|x)p(x)[log(q(z|x))− log(p(z)))]
= −H(z|x)− Eq(z)[log(p(z))] (13)
= −H(z|x) +H(z) + KL(q(z)‖p(z)) (14)
= I(z,x) + KL(q(z)‖p(z)) (15)
where q(z) = Ex[q(z|x)] and I(z,x) = H(z) −
H(z|x) is mutual information between z and x by
definition.
A.2 Interpolating Latent Space
Bowman et al., (2015) have shown that one can
transform between two sentences by interpolating
in the latent space of continuous VAEs. We found
that our DI-VAE enjoys the same property. Specif-
ically, two sentences x1 and x2 are sampled and
their latent code are qR(z1|x1) and qR(z2|x2). We
can then interpolate by flipping each latent code
from zm1 to z
m
2 , m ∈ [1,M ]. For models with M
latent variables, one sentence can transform to an-
other one in at most M steps. Table A.2 shows an
example.
A.3 Data Details
The details of the three dialog datasets are shown
below.
So you can keep record of all the checks you write.
So you can get all kinds of information and credit cards.
So you can keep track of all the credit cards.
So you kind of look at the credit union.
So you know of all the credit cards.
Yeah because you know of all the credit cards.
Right you know at least a lot of times.
Right you know a lot of times.
Table 9: Interpolating from the source sentence
(top) to a target sentence (bottom) by sequentially
setting the source latent code to the target code.
SMD DD SW
Type Task Chat Chat
Vocab Size 1,835 17,705 24,503
# of Dialogs 3,031 13,118 2,400
Avg Dialog Len 6.36 9.84 59.2
Avg Utterance Len 12.1 16.3 22.1
Table 10: Statistics of the dialog datasets. Vocabu-
lary in DD and SW are capped to the most frequent
10K word types.
A.4 Training Details
All RNNs use GRUs (Chung et al., 2014). The
GRU-RNNs for DI-VAE and DI-VST have hidden
size 512. The utterance encoder in LAED has hid-
den size 256 for one direction and the context en-
coder and response decoder have hidden size 512.
The word embedding is shared everywhere with
embedding size 200. The temperature of Gumbel
Softmax is set to 1. We train with Adams (Kingma
and Ba, 2014) with initial learning rate 0.001.
